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Abstract: Filoviruses include Ebola virus, Sudan virus, and Marburg virus and are associated with sporadic outbreaks with high case fatality rates. They are classified as Risk Group 4 viruses and require maximum containment facilities (BSL-4) — such as we have at Boston University — to be handled safely. We are interested in identifying important biological functions that are revealed when viruses respond to selection pressures. While looking for evidence of vaccine and therapeutic escape in infected animals we noted an unexpected increase in abundance of nucleic acid that corresponded to the trailer region of the viral genome. Further study identified that stem-loop RNA molecules are generated from the viral genome during infection. Similar RNAs have been recognized for decades and are often associated with "defective interfering particles." Here I will present data showing how these RNAs accumulate during infection and how they may have a role in both acute Ebola virus disease and persistent Ebola virus infection.
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